
 Scenario: Studying colonial artefacts with integrity

Martim is in the first year of his interdisciplinary history and material sciences PhD and 
researches colonial artefacts. His project studies the material composition of cultural 
artefacts from former colonies of the Kutland Empire still displayed in Kuttish museums, 
and is co-supervised by a history professor and a material sciences professor. Before 
and alongside his doctorate, Martim has actively participated in a social movement that 
calls for colonial artefacts taken from the colonies to be returned to their places and 
cultures of origin. However, while his historian supervisor is aware of his involvement in 
the social movement, Martim has not disclosed his involvement in the movement to his 
colleagues at the museum or his material sciences supervisor.

With the help of his museum colleagues, Martim produces an interdisciplinary article 
draft on a specific artefact. After a request for comments to his historian supervisor, 
Martim opens the draft to find that she has provided very meagre comments. Before 
sending it out for publication, she firmly suggests that Martim include her as a co-
author. Martim does not think his supervisor’s contribution merits co-authorship, but the 
supervisor explains that there are no costs involved for him to include her, and that 
additionally her profile might create higher visibility for the paper. Martim is wary of 
refusing this request in fear of cooling the relationship between him and his supervisor, 
who he feels has power over the early development of his career. Additionally, while he 
has agreed with the museum workers that the norms of their discipline do not merit that 
the museum workers should be included as co-authors, he feels uneasy about what 
they might think if his supervisor, who provided less work than them, is included as a 
co-author.

One of the comments the supervisor does provide in Martim’s draft is a suggestion that 
he not include a brief note on the ownership of the artefact, because she does not think 
it is not relevant to the core argument of the paper. Relatedly, she expresses the 
concern to Martim that he has a conflict of interest because he is involved in the social 
movement to right the wrong of what the movement calls “stolen” artefacts, and 
including the comment would not only be unprofessional but reveals his bias, risking 
the quality of the paper. Martim does not think the fact that the artefacts were stolen is 
up for debate but a simple fact, and feels it is unethical to hide this aspect of the 
artefact. At the same time, he realises that commenting on the ownership of the artefact 
publicly might also hurt his chances of collaborating with his museum colleagues (who 
disagree with the social movement), which is crucial for his future research. 

While Martim is contemplating what to do, the supervisor also suggests that Martim 
submit the article to a journal where she is an editor. In this case, the supervisor could 
immediately accept it in editorial review, and furthermore implies to Martim that she 
could suggest favourable peer reviewers for the paper. Martim gets the impression that 
if he were to accept this offer, he would have to comply with the supervisor’s 
suggestions about co-authorship and removal of the brief note about the rightful 
ownership of the artefact, but feels uncomfortable negotiating these clauses with the 



supervisor outright in fear of a conflict. His supervisor also mentions that not publishing 
the paper would be questionable because it withholds important results from the 
scientific community and the public. 

Martim asks his other supervisor for advice, but he does not know enough about the 
disciplinal norms in history to feel comfortable giving advice. Martim also cannot give 
him the full story of his situation, because feels that disclosing his idea to include the 
note about the ownership of the artefact might risk his relationship to the supervisor, 
who Martim knows has a negative view on the social movement calling attention to 
colonial artefact ownership.

Martim decides to wait a few months until he is sure of what to do. During this time, his 
historian supervisor publishes a chapter in an exciting new anthology in their field which 
gestures towards Martim’s findings and discussion but does not cite his paper or him by 
name, telling Martim she could not have done so because it is not published or 
forthcoming in any journal.

 Questions for researchers:

1. Does involvement in the social movement create a conflict of interest for Martim? 

2. Is Martim obligated to tell his museum colleagues and material sciences supervisor 
of his involvement in the social movement?

3. Can Martim include the note about the ownership of the artefact, or would including it 
amount to bias?

4. Is it permissible to include researchers as co-authors who contributed less work to 
the paper than ones not included? If so, under which conditions can this occur?

5. Should Martim forgo submitting his paper to the journal edited by the supervisor? 
Does it matter for Martim’s choice if the journal is objectively the best fit for the 
paper?

6. Martim is concerned about the future of his career and possibilities to create future 
research if he does not foster his relationship with his supervisors correctly. Should 
this be a factor in navigating grey areas of research integrity policies?

7. When does not publishing a paper amount to non-publication? Under which 
conditions are researchers obligated to publish their results? Which conditions 
decrease this responsibility?

8. What are the responsibilities of co-supervisors who work in different fields toward 
each other and their supervisee?

9. Can research that is unpublished and not (yet) accepted for publication be cited 
justly? If so, what do cases that allow for such a practice have in common? Are the 
criteria lowered if the unpublished research is particularly groundbreaking or provides 
a major finding in the field? 



 Questions for research administrators:

1. Do departments have responsibilities toward PhD candidate-supervisor 
relationships? If so, what might they include?

2. Part of the difficulty of Martim’s situations is that he is fearful of conflict with his 
supervisors. What can departments do to prevent or alleviate precarious situations 
like his?

3. What responsibilities do departments have in thinking about interdepartmental 
projects? If disciplines have conflicting norms, how can conflicts be managed in 
interdisciplinary projects?

4. Should Martim’s department stay neutral with regard to the movement to return 
stolen artefacts? Why (not)? Can there be conflicts between research integrity and 
broader societal responsibilities of experts? If so, how can they be managed? 

 Questions for research ethics committees and research integrity offices:

1. Are research ethics committees of universities responsible for considering broader 
ethical issues in disciplines (like in this case, coloniality and the ownership of colonial 
artefacts)? Or should research ethics committees focus only to ensure integrity on a 
smaller, project-by-project scale?

2. Part of the difficulty of Martim’s situations is that he is fearful of conflict with his 
supervisors and non-university colleagues. What can research integrity offices, 
research ethics committees, and other university or national research integrity 
organisations do to prevent or alleviate precarious situations like his?


